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Theoretical Perspectives
Issues of race and ethnicity can be observed through three major sociological
perspectives: functionalism, conflict theory, and symbolic interactionism. As you read
through these theories, ask yourself which one makes the most sense, and why. Is more
than one theory needed to explain racism, prejudice, stereotypes, and discrimination?
Functionalism
In the view of functionalism, racial and ethnic inequalities must have served an
important function in order to exist as long as they have. This concept, of course,
is problematic. How can racism and discrimination contribute positively to society?
Sociologists who adhere to the functionalist view argue that racism and discrimination
do contribute positively, but only to the dominant group. Historically, it has indeed
served dominant groups well to discriminate against subordinate groups. Slavery, of
course, was beneficial to slaveholders. Holding racist views can benefit those who want
to deny rights and privileges to people they view as inferior to them, but over time,
racism harms society. Outcomes of race-based disenfranchisement—such as poverty
levels, crime rates, and discrepancies in employment and education
opportunities—illustrate the long-term (and clearly negative) results of slavery and
racism in American society.
Conflict Theory
Conflict theories are often applied to inequalities of gender, social class, education,
race, and ethnicity. A conflict theory perspective of U.S. history would examine the
numerous past and current struggles between the white ruling class and racial and
ethnic minorities, noting specific conflicts that have arisen when the dominant group
perceived a threat from the minority group. In the late 19th century, the rising power of
black Americans after the Civil War resulted in draconian Jim Crow laws that severely
limited black political and social power. The years since then have showed a pattern of
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attempted disenfranchisement, with gerrymandering and voter suppression efforts aimed
at predominantly minority neighborhoods.
Feminist sociologist Patricia Hill Collins (1990) developed intersection theory, which
suggests we cannot separate the effects of race, class, gender, sexual orientation, and
other attributes. When we examine race and how it can bring us both advantages and
disadvantages, it is important to acknowledge that the way we experience race is shaped,
for example, by our gender and class. Multiple layers of disadvantage intersect to create
the way we experience race. For example, if we want to understand prejudice, we must
understand that the prejudice focused on a white woman because of her gender is very
different from the layered prejudice focused on a poor Asian woman, who is affected by
stereotypes related to being poor, being a woman, and her ethnic status.
Interactionism
For symbolic interactionists, race and ethnicity provide strong symbols as sources of
identity. In fact, some interactionists propose that the symbols of race, not race itself,
are what lead to racism. Famed Interactionist Herbert Blumer (1958) suggested that
racial prejudice is formed through interactions between members of the dominant group:
Without these interactions, individuals in the dominant group would not hold racist
views. These interactions contribute to an abstract picture of the subordinate group
that allows the dominant group to support its view of the subordinate group, thus
maintaining the status quo. An example of this might be an individual whose beliefs
about a particular group are based on images conveyed in popular media, and those are
unquestionably believed because the individual has never personally met a member of
that group.

Culture of Prejudice
Culture of prejudice refers to the theory that prejudice is embedded in our culture.
We grow up surrounded by images of stereotypes and casual expressions of racism
and prejudice. Consider the casually racist imagery on grocery store shelves or the
stereotypes that fill popular movies and advertisements. It is easy to see how someone
living in the Northeastern United States, who may know no Mexican Americans
personally, might gain a stereotyped impression from such sources as Speedy Gonzalez
or Taco Bell’s talking Chihuahua. Because we are all exposed to these images and
thoughts, it is impossible to know to what extent they have influenced our thought
processes.

Summary
Functionalist views of race study the role dominant and subordinate groups play to
create a stable social structure. Conflict theorists examine power disparities and
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struggles between various racial and ethnic groups. Interactionists see race and ethnicity
as important sources of individual identity and social symbolism. The concept of culture
of prejudice recognizes that all people are subject to stereotypes that are ingrained in
their culture.

Section Quiz
As a Caucasian in the United States, being reasonably sure that you will be dealing with
authority figures of the same race as you is a result of:
1. intersection theory
2. conflict theory
3. white privilege
4. scapegoating theory
Answer
C
Speedy Gonzalez is an example of:
1. intersection theory
2. stereotyping
3. interactionist view
4. culture of prejudice
Answer
B

Short Answer
Give three examples of white privilege. Do you know people who have experienced
this? From what perspective?
What is the worst example of culture of prejudice you can think of? What are your
reasons for thinking it is the worst?

Further Research
Do you know someone who practices white privilege? Do you practice it? Explore the
concept with this checklist: http://sap.mit.edu/content/pdf/white_privilege_checklist.pdf
to see how much of it holds true for you or others.
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